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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an ontology-based approach to tackle
the problem of aspect-level sentiment analysis. This in an
emerging trend in the field of NLP area nowadays, which aims
at not only discovering the sentiments expressed by speakers,
but also the objects (or aspects) targeted by those sentiment
mentions. Ontology is considered highly useful to cope with
this issue, due to its capability of capturing and representing
concepts in a certain domain. However, ontology-based
sentiment analysis suffers from the difficulty when handling
anaphoric coreference of mentioned entities, which commonly
occurs in textual documents. We address this problem by
introducing an approach combining coreference resolution with
ontology inference. First, we introduce Aspect-oriented
Sentiment Ontology, capturing aspect-sentiment relationships
via two specific relations of mentioned-by and implied-by. .
Then, lightweight NLP techniques are combined with
ontological knowledge base to support final sentiment rating
decision. We have applied our approach on real datasets from
Smartphone domain and promising initial results have been
obtained.

Keywords: aspect-level sentiment analysis; aspectoriented sentiment ontology; coreference resolution;
lightweight NLP

1. INTRODUCTION
Opinion was defined by Oxford Dictionary as the feeling
or the think of someone about something that these thinks
are not necessarily truth. For instance, the compliment or
odium of products/services, the support or oppose an issue
to be discussed that is called idea.
According to Liu [47], the opinion has significant role in
daily activities of people due to the fact that important
decision is proposed that based on the consultation of the
others. There are various examples shown that the business
has to learn the consumer demand as well to gather user
feedback that based on their products or their services.
Currently,
the
explosion
of
information
and
communication technologies (ICT) providing worldwide
connection through the Internet as well as the unstoppable
development of social network, forum and electronic
commerce webpage, people have many choices to be able
to state their opinion. Therefore, the business or individual
want to consult the others, they can collect a large number
of opinions from the others effectively. However, the large
Volume 6, Issue 2, March – April 2017

number of comments from website are the arising problem.
With a huge amount of data, it is extremely hard for
individual or even enterprise to analyze and synthesize
those comments.
Sentiment analysis is to research how computer can
analyze the user opinions. It has great practical
significance to support for business, which reduces
manpower costs as well as time to learn customer demand
in order to help the user to make decision easily and
suitably with their needs
There are various ways to classify the user reviews. The
existing studies is aggregated by Liu [47] and has proposed
the embraceable classification, which opinions are divided
in two kind: explicit opinion and implicit opinion.
Implicit opinion is extremely difficult to analyze due to
deduce from the semantic of objective sentence, which is
only expressed in a certain event without presenting a
specific opinion or evaluation of something. For example,
let us consider the sentence of “I bought the mattress a
week ago, and a valley has formed”. This sentence
mentioned that the new mattress has a indentation;
however, the reader can deduce that the implicit opinion in
this sentence is not satisfied. Currently, there are still few
studies to reach this type of opinion.
Explicit opinion is mainly expressed in the subjective
sentence, which the analysis is more efficient and easier.
Currently, most of studies have concentrated on this type
opinion.
One of the challenges of this task is to identify objects
mentioned by the opinion. The difficulty lies on the fact
sometime the objects are not directly mentioned, but
implied by another means. We refer this case as the
problem of co-reference, which needs to be resolved.
According to the work of Ding and Liu [49], the coreference resolution problem of object and attribute is
presented by following example. To illustrate it, let us
consider the following example.
(S1) I consider an iPhone 6S. Unlike Samsung S7, it is
unfortunately not really affordable for students. However,
the design looks nice and eye-catching.
When analyzing the above text, Stanford CoreNLP toolkit
[34], one of the most popular tools for natural language
processing, returns the result shown in Figure 1. Here one
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can observe an example of anaphoric coreference, when
the pronoun it in the second sentence implies the aspect
iPhone6 in the first sentence. However, the problems
which are still left in this example for further processing
are as follows. In the second sentence, the negative term
“is not really affordable” has already been detected by
Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit. Similarity, the positive terms
of “nice and eye-catching” in the third sentence have also
been recognized. However, these terms are not connected
to the corresponding aspects, which are iPhone 6 and
design respectively. Moreover, as design is an attribute of
iPhone6 in this context, those positive terms should also be
connected to iPhone6 as well.

efficiency of our proposed technique by experimenting on
real datasets of smartphone domain.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews some related works. Section III gives our overall
technique of ontology-based coreference resolution for
sentiment analysis. Section IV discusses Aspect-oriented
Sentiment Ontology. Section V presents our ontologybased coreference resolution technique. Experimental
results are shown in Section VI. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper.
2. RELATED WORKS
2.1. Aspect-level Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis [1] or opinion mining [2] is the task
that aims to infer the sentiment orientation in a document
[3]. There are three levels of sentiment analysis as follows:
(i) document-based level; (ii) sentence-based level; and
(iii) aspect-based level.

Figure 1 The processing result of Stanford CoreNLP Toolkit for
(S1)

The task to infer that "it" is "Canon S500 camera", "they"
are "photos" and "photos" is an attribute of the "Canon
S500 camera", is known as co-reference resolution
problem. Whereas resolving it and they as Canon S500
camera and photos are classical anaphoric coreference
resolution case, to resolve if the mentioned object and the
attribute, both are then hereafter referred as aspects, are
referred as the same entity or not requires certain domain
knowledge, needed to be captured as an machineunderstandable way.
The co-reference resolution of both anaphora and name
entity can be viewed as a new development trend of
analyzing the user's emotions. This involves two step as
follows.:


The first step is conducted for analyzing on the
emotional text to determine emotional directions
(positive and negative etc.), which is presented in the
sentence.



The second step is conducted to identify the object or
name entity that are affected by emotional words. The
emotional words can include words that used
commonly to express the negative or positive such as
good, bad and poor. On the other hand, we also need
to determine common emotional words for objects or
defined attributes. This paper is opening a research
direction for this field.

The contribution of this paper is of threefold: (i) we
proposed the Aspect-oriented Sentiment Ontology, which
allows capturing necessary knowledge for sentiment
analysis and ontological co-reference resolution at a
specific domain; (ii) we suggest a technique to combine
co-reference resolutions at both anaphoric and ontological
levels for sentiment analysis; and (iii) we confirm the
Volume 6, Issue 2, March – April 2017

In document-based and sentence-based sentiment analysis,
it is implicitly assumed that the analyzed document or
sentence only discusses a single object. Therefore, the
sentiment analysis process only focuses on inferring the
sentiment opinion of the document/sentence, without
identifying the object targeted by the opinion [4].
Clearly these approaches would not be practically suitable
when applied on real-life applications. Thus, Hu and Liu
[5], proposed to perform sentiment analysis at aspect-level.
To be more precise, apart from rating positive/negative
sense of a mention, the objects targeted by the mention (it
may be a brand, a product or a feature) must also be
identified. Thus, sentiment analysis at aspect-level is
deemed more complex than the two above levels. Topic
modeling was commonly applied to handle both problems
at the same time [6]. Mei and colleagues [7] proposed
using Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA),
while most recent works were based on Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [8]-[11]. However, insight analysis [12]
showed that even though LDA-based approaches may be
good at recognizing entities, they are not suitable to infer
features of those entities, since all entities of the same
domain (e.g. Smartphone) would have the same features
(e.g. battery, screen, design, etc.).
2.2. Coreference resolution in textual documents
By determining the alignment or known as the reference of
the phrase, which determine the specific object in natural
language processing that is called the co-reference
resolution problems. There are many researchers in natural
language processing field (NLP) concentrated on the coreference problems, which primarily focus on the coreference resolution based on noun, pronoun (anaphora)
and name entity (NEs). Currently, many approaches is
proposed to solve co-reference problems.
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 By using the supervised [13] - [18]; semi supervised or
unsupervised [19]-[21] and machine learning
techniques.
 Based on the sematic characteristic such as vocabulary
and syntax [22] - [26].
 Graph algorithm [27] is presented by the authors,
which applied undirected graph with a weight of
credibility between the top-mention and the two top
edges. Then, the Min-Cut algorithm [28] is applied to
calculate the cut weight and stop weight.
 By using the Knowledge Graph and Ontology. [29] was
developed by Stanford CoreNLP, which the semantic
layer is proposed to solve the co-reference in efficient
way.
 By following the predefined rules, the model is
proposed by the authors [30] - [33].

3. A FRAMEWORK OF APSECT-BASED
COREFERENCE RESOLUTION

Besides, the co-reference system is integrated into the
natural language processing, namely Stanford CoreNLP
Toolkit, is developed by Christopher D. Manning [34] that
is well known in community.
2.3. Using domain ontology for semantic feature
extraction
Domain ontology are widely adopted to help extract
semantic features of textual documents such as TAP [35],
SemSearch [36], SPARK [37], Q2Semantic [38],
Ontogator [39], K-search [40], Query-based Faceted
Search (QFS) [41] or GoWeb [42]. Most of those
approaches are combined with lightweight NLP, such as
shallow parsing [43]. The main objectives of those
lightweight methods are to identify the constituents (noun
groups, verbs, verb groups, etc.), but not specifying
precisely their internal structures.

SENTIMENT

ANALYSIS

USING

ONTOLOGY-BASED

Figure 2 The approach of aspect-based sentiment analysis using ontology-based coreference resolution
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In Figure 2, we present the general for our aspect-based
sentiment analysis using ontology-based coreference
resolution technique. Basically, the framework consists of
the following component.


A Sentiment Engine consists of three modules: (i)
Lighweight NLP Processing; (ii) Ontological
Resolution Module; and (iii) a Sentiment Rating
engine



The Aspect-oriented Sentiment Engine capturing
domain-specific knowledge of sentiment and
aspects.
A NLP Knowledge Base including linguistic
patterns used to various sample grammatical phrases
such as inversion phrases or increasing phrases etc.
Especially, this KB also describe sentiment-oriented
linguistic structure, which will be discussed later.

4. ASPECT-ORIENTED SENTIMENT ONTOLOGY
To give a formal description of aspect-based sentiment
analysis, in this section we first present a definition of
Sentiment Ontology. Then, we formally define the problem of
aspect-based sentiment analysis based on Sentiment Ontology
Definition 1 (Aspect-oriented Sentiment Ontology). An
aspect sentiment ontology SO is a pair of {C,R}; where C =
(CA,CS) represents a set of concepts, which consists of 2
elements: CA is a set of aspect concepts, and CS is a set of
sentiment concepts; R = (RT, RN, RS) represents a set of
relationships, which consists of 3 elements: RN is a set of nontaxonomic relationships, RT
is a set of taxonomic
relationships, RS is a sentiment relationships. Each concept ci
in C represents a set of objects, or instances, of the same kind,
denoted as instance-of(ci). Each relationship ri(cp,cq) in R
represents a binary association between concepts cp and cq,
and the instances of such a relationship, denoted as instanceof(ri), are pairs of (cp,cq) concept objects. Especially, an
instance rsi(a,s) in RS implies a relationship between an aspect
a  A and a sentiment term s  S.

Figure 3 An example of Generic Ontology

Example 1. The Generic Ontology GO = {(CA,CS), (RT, RN,
RS) } is a sentiment ontology where its components are
endowed as the following Listing 1.
Listing 1 - The formal representation of Generic Ontology
CA = {“Thing” }
CS = {“Sentiment Term”, "Negative Term", "Positive Term"}
RN = {}
RT = {subconcept-of(“Positive Term”, “Sentiment Term”),
subconcept-of(“Negative Term”, “Sentiment Term”)}
RS = {mentioned-by(“Thing”, “Sentiment Term”)}
instances-of(“Positive Term”) = {"like"}
instances-of(“Negative Term”) = {"hate"}

(a) The T-Box

Generally speaking, GO consists of one aspect concept of
Thing, whose instances can be any real-life concepts. An
instance of Thing can be mentioned or implied by a Sentiment
Term, which can be either Positive Term or Negative Term. In
this example, GO does not present any instance of aspect
concept, non-taxonomic nor sentiment relation; whereas two
terms "like" and "hate" are example instances of sentiment
concepts Positive Term and Negative Term, respectively.
To graphically visualize an ontology, we rely on the idea of TBox and A-Box (Gruber, 1993). Basically, a T-Box captures
the relations between concepts and an A-Box describes
instances of concepts. Figure 3 presents the T-Box and A-Box
of Generic Ontology GO.
Figure 4 An example of Industry Ontology
Volume 6, Issue 2, March – April 2017
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We also introduce two specific sentiment relationships for
sentiment ontology, known as mentioned-by and implied-by.
An aspect instance c can be mentioned-by a sentiment term s,
meaning that c is being positive or negative rated, depending
on whether s belongs to Positive Term or Negative Term
classes, respectively. Moreover, implied-by is similar to
mentioned-by, but carrying on more specific meaning. An
aspect instance c can be implied-by a sentiment term s, that is
s is only applicable for c, not for other aspects. Thus, when s
occurs in a textual statement , one can infer that c is also
implied in ,, without explicit mention.

instances-of(“mentioned-by”)
{("Battery","durable"),("Design","small size")}

=

Definition 2 (Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis). Given a
sentiment ontology SO
, an aspectbased sentiment analysis process will recognize all of
instances of sentiment relations RS of SO in .

Example 2. Figure 4 gives an example of an Industry
Ontology OS. The T-Box shows that an Industry may have
some Brands. Each Brand can produce many Products and
each Product has various Features. All of these concepts are
subconcepts of Thing in the Generic Ontology, i.e. they can be
mentioned by positive or negative terms.
The A-Box of this Industry Ontology shows that this ontology
describes concepts in the industry of smartphones. There are
two brands, namely S-Brand A and S-Brand B, which produce
products of Smartphone A and Smartphone B respectively. A
smartphone product has certain features, such as Battery and
Screen. Though sentiment terms are inherited from the
concept of Thing, this Industry Ontology also introduces some
new domain-specific sentiment terms in a manner such that
durable is a positive term with regard to Battery whereas small
size is a negative term with respect to Screen. Especially, a
price is implied-by affordable. That is, which a statement like
it is unfortunately not really affordable for students, one can
infer that the attribute price is implied negatively.
The formal information of this Industry Ontology can be
captured as presented in Listing 2.
Listing 2 - The formal representation of Generic Ontology
//Concepts
CA = {“Thing”, “Industry”, "Brand", "Product", "Feature" }
CS = {“Sentiment Term”, "Negative Term", "Positive Term"}
//Relations
RN = {belong-to("Brand,Industry"), produce("Brand","Product"),
has("Product","Feature")}
RT
=
{subconcept-of(“Industry”,“Thing”),
subconceptof(“Brand”,“Thing”), subconcept-of(“Product”,“Thing”), subconceptof(“Feature”,“Thing”),
subconcept-of(“Positive
Term”,“Sentiment
Term”), subconcept-of(“Negative Term”, “Sentiment Term”)}
RS = {mentioned-by(“Thing”, “Sentiment Term”)}
//Concept instances
instances-of(“Positive Term”) = {"like","durable"}
instances-of(“Negative Term”) = {"hate","small size"}
instances-of(“Industry”) = {"Smartphone"}
instances-of(“Brands”) = {"S-Brand A", "S-Brand B"}
instances-of(“Features”) = {"Battery", "Screen", "Design"}
//relation instances
instances-of(“produces”) = {("S-Brand A","Smartphone A"), ("SBrand B","Smartphone B")}
instances-of(“has”) = {("Smartphone A",{"Battery", "Screen",
"Design"}), ("Smartphone A",{"Battery", "Screen", "Design"})}

Volume 6, Issue 2, March – April 2017

Figure 5 An example of sentiment analysis on conceptual
graph
Example 3. Consider the following statement
(S1) I consider a S5 camera. The design looks nice and eyecatching. However, unlike Samsung 3, it is unfortunately not
really affordable for students.
With Industry Ontology given in Example 2, in (S1) we have
two instances of Product concept (i.e. Smartphone A and
Smartphone B) and one instance of Positive Term concept
(durable). Thus, sentiment relations between those instances
are established accordingly. In this paper, we suggest to use
conceptual graph (CG) to capture all of detected relations in a
statement. Using a lightweight NLP technique, one can
generate the corresponding CG of this statement as illustrated
in Figure 5. From this CG, one can easily infer that
Smartphone B is mentioned with positive meaning in this
statement, whereas Smartphone A is considered quite
negative.
Discovery of mentioned-by and implied-by relationships in
aspect-based sentiment ontology
As suggested by previous example, mentioned-by and
implied-by are two important relationships playing crucial
roles in the aspect-based sentiment analysis process. The
intuition purpose beyond those relationships is to capture
appropriate sentiments terms for each kind of aspect.
However, the major problem here is of cross-aspect
adaptation.
For example, affordable definitely implies
positive meaning for the aspect of price, but it is virtually
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meaningless regarding the aspect of design. Similarly, eyecatching is suitable for design aspect, but price should not be
mentioned-by this term. Moreover, whereas some aspects like
design or color can be mentioned-by the term eye-catching,
the term affordable is seemingly only suitable for the aspect
price. In other words, price is implied-by the term affordable,
i.e. the occurrence of affordable means that the matter of price
is being discussed, no matter of whether price is explicitly
mentioned or not.
To discover mentioned-by relationship between an aspect and
a sentiment term, we measure the correlation between aspect
terms and the sentiment term. Aspect terms are the terms used
to indicate the corresponding aspect in document. For
example, shape, size, weight and thickness are aspect term of
the aspect design; and screen, inch, pixel and contrast are
aspect terms of the aspect screen.
In order to achieve this goal, we first recall the concept of link
strength in information theory [44] as follows.

charges per convict. For computer science, the most important
application of power law is Zipf's law [44]. Zipf's law usually
refers to the “size” y of an occurrence of an event relative to
its rank r. The famous metric
is a well-known
application of the power. We adapt this metric as
(where a stands for aspect) to evaluate the importance of a
sentiment term s over an aspect a. We denote P(a) = {P 1,
P2….,Pn} a list of document where a appears, or aspect set,
and NP = {NP1, NP2, … ,NPm} the list of document where s
appear. the
weight of a certain obfuscation technique Oi
is defined as follows.
Frequency of t in the aspect set P
 (

)

(
(

)



)

where ( ) is total number of times t occurs in P and
the largest term frequency in P.
Inverse-aspect frequency of an obfuscation technique

Definition 3 (Link Strength). Given two term A and B and a
document set SD, the link strength of A and B is calculated
using the following formula:



Link_Strength(AB) = X/(Y − X)

where occ is the number of files in NP that O occurs.

where X is the number of documents in SD in which A and B
co-occur and Y is the total number of documents in S D in
which either A or B occurs.
Definition 4 (Link Strength Matrix). Given a set S of N
terms T1,T2,..., TN, the Link Strength Matrix of S is the matrix
M of size N×N where M(i,j) = Link_Strength(Ti,Tj).
Next, we consider correlation, which is defined as a measure
of similarity. The higher the correlation, the more similar the
two corresponding terms are. The Pearson’s correlation
coefficient is commonly used in data analysis to measure the
similarity between items in a set [50]. It is defined as follows.
Definition 5 (Correlation). Given a set of N terms T1,T2,...,
TN, and their Link Strength Matrix M, the correlation between
two terms Ti and Tj is defined as
( )

(∑
√| (∑

)

(∑ ) )|

(∑ )(∑ )
| (∑

|

( )

|

|
|

(



)

Then
(

)

(

( ))

( 

The intuition of the
weight is that the more times s cooccurs with a, the more important s is to a. But if s is also used
in many other documents that not involve a, the importance of
| | is an
s will reduce. In the idf formula, the factor
adjustment to avoid division-by-zero.
Finally, if given an aspect term a and a sentiment term s, if
occ(a,s) is larger than a threshold T1, we discover a
relationship mentioned-by(a,s) between a and s. Similarly, if
( ) is larger than a threshold T1, we discover a
relationship implied-by(a,s). T1 and T2 can be empirically
determined.

5. SENTIMENT ENGINE
(∑ ) )|

where X and Y are the ith and the jth rows of M respectively.
For implied-by, we aim at discovering sentiment terms mainly
used with an aspect and rarely with other aspect. For example,
affordable should be only used with the aspect price. In
statistics, a power law [7] is a relationship function between
two quantities. When there is a relative change in one
quantity, the other quantity varies proportional to the power.
By determining suitable power proportion, one can generate a
lot of different power law functions. Power law is also used in
other fields e.g. physical, biological, and even criminal
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is

Sentiment Engine is the central part of our framework, which
executes both coreference resolution and sentiment rating
tasks. As previously discussed, this engine consists of the
following modules.
5.1. Lightweight NLP Processing
Using a lightweight NLP technique, one can generate the
corresponding conceptual graph (CG) of this statement as
illustrated in Figure 5. From this CG, one can easily infer that
Smartphone B is mentioned with positive meaning in this
statement, whereas Smartphone A is considered quite
negative.
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In Quan and Hui [51], we already presented the technique to
construct such a conceptual graph from a domain ontology.
However, to perform the sentiment analysis, we need to
capture more complex linguistic patterns, such as the unlikephrase given in Example 3. Each pattern is stored in our NLP
Knowledge Base as a Sentiment Phrasing Rule used to capture
such pattern. The structure of a Sentiment Phrasing Rule is as
follows:
Sentiment_Phrasing_Rule
#pattern: the pattern of the sentiment phares captured by this rules
#sent_parts: the parts of the phrase expressing the sentiment
#core_part: The part expresses the main sentiment trend in phrases.
#core_word: used when we have multiple words in core parts
#neg: Flag to indicate that it is a negative phrase or not.

Example 4. Let us consider the following rule:
Example_Sentiment_Rule_1
#pattern: (\S+/N\s+)+(\S+/V\s+)+(\S+/A\s*)+
#sent_parts: [V,A]
#core_part: V
#neg: 0

The #pattern of the rule is described by a regular expression
(RE), conforming to the RE convention specified at
http://regexpal.com/. Roughly speaking, one can read this rule
as follows: “This rule applies for the sentence matching the
following pattern: There is a noun N in the sentence, then a
verb V after N, and then an adverb A after V.”;
The #sent_parts specifies that only V and A are necessary to
infer the sentiment (meaning N would bear no sentiment
opinion in this case; and #core_part specifies that the main
sentiment of this phrase can be inferred by V (A will only be
taken into account if we are unsure about the sentiment
implication of V).
Example 5. The pattern of Example_Sentiment_Rule_1
matches with the following sentence.

 Explicit opinion, or regular opinion. e.g. “The picture
quality is great”.
 Implicit opinion, e.g. “I bought a mattress a week ago, and
a valley has formed” (speaker wanted to indicate negative
meaning about the mattress).
 Comparative option, e.g. “Coke tastes better than Pepsi”
(speaker implies positive meaning of Coke and negative
meaning of Pepsi).
 Sentiment shifters: the words that can affect the sentiment
orientation, including negations (e.g. “no”, “not”, “never”,
etc.), intensifiers and diminishers (e.g. “very”, “barely”,
etc.).
 Syntactic dependency: we also refer to the works of
Vinodhini and Chandrasekaran [47] to analyze some special
syntax structures that can imply sentiment opinion (e.g.
unlike structure as illustrated in Example 5).

5.2. Coreference resolution
Our coreference resolution consists of two steps: (i) anaphoric
resolution and (ii) ontological resolution. For anaphoric
resolution, we rely on the rules proposed by (Soon, 2001) to
perform the coreference resolution. Table I summarizes the
resolution rules applied at anaphoric level.
Ontological resolution is performed in a heuristic-based
manner. That is, once the system captures the occurences of
two related aspects in the same or two consecutive sentences,
the system infers that two aspects refer to a same entity. For
instance, in statement (S1), S5 camera and design are infered
as a same entity object where design is an attribute of S5
camera.
5.3. Sentiment Rating
Based on the discovered mentioned-by and implied-by as
previously discussed, the system can establish relationships
between aspects and sentiment terms. Depending on the
opinion orientation of the sentiment terms, the rating
(positive/neutral/negative) will be evaluated accordingly.

The battery of Smartphone A always runs out very fast.
In this sentence, N is battery of Smartphone A, V is run out
and A is very fast. According to #sent_parts, we only use V
and A to infer the sentiment opinion of this sentence. In this
case, V (run out) has negative meaning, meanwhile A (fast) is
a positive adverb. Since #sent_parts of this rule states that V
will dominate A in terms of sentiment, we conclude that this
sentence implies negative meaning.
In practice, our Sentiment Phrasing Rules are more complex
and covering several cases of sentiment implications. One can
obtain our full set of rules from the following URL of
http://www.cse.hcmut.edu.vn/~save/SentimentPhrasingRules.
pdf, which consists of 64 Sentiment Phrasing Rules.
Generally, our rules cover the following issues of sentiment
phrases, some of which are referred from the work of Liu [46]:
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Table 1: The attribute for coreference resolution [16]
Feature
DIST

Value
0

Comments
i and j are in the same sentence

I_PRONOUN
J_PRONOUN
STR_MATCH
DEF_NP

─
─
─
─

j is not a pronoun
j is not a pronoun
i and j do not match
j is not a definite noun phrase

DEM_NP

─

j is not demonstrative noun phrase

NUMBER

+

i and j are both singular

SEMCLASS

1

GENDER

1

i and j are both persons (This feature ahs three
values: false(0), true (1), unknown(2).)
i and j are both males (This feature has three values:
false(0), true (1), unknown(2).)

PROPER_NAME

─

Only i is a proper name.

ALIAS
APPOSITIVE

─
+

j is not an alias of i
j is in apposition to i
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6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1. Smartphone Knowledge Base
In order to conduct experiment from real-life data, we
obtain real datasets of user reviews on smartphone
products from YouNet Media (YNM), a company
dedicated for social listening and market intelligence 1. The
dataset covers of 32 smartphone brands, 234 products. It
consists of 2809, 3098 and 365 negative, neutral and
positive mentions, respectively.
The experts of YNM also helped us to defined aspect
(attribute) of the Smartphone domain, as depicted in
Table… The aspect terms and sentiments are also defined,
as illustrated in Table. Totally, there were 1782 positive
term and 1469 negative terms defined for the Smartphone
domain.
Table 2: Smartphone attribute map
ATTRIBUTE
SUB-ATTRIBUTE
Price
D Camera
D Screen
D Color
D Weight
D Size / Handling
D Material
Design
D Port
F Camera
F Connectivity
F Screen
F Audio
F Charge
F Finger Scan
H RAM
H Processor
H Battery
Hardware/Specification
H SD card Slot
H Sim slot
H Storage
S Interface
Software
S OS
P App launching
Performance
P Battery
P Multi tasking
B Customer service
Brand
B Promotion
B Brand Image
Table 3: Sentiment signal words to infer sentiment
orientation
Aspect
Sent. Term Sent.Term
Attribute
Term
(Positive)
(Negative)
attractive,
Design,
cloddish,
Design
eyeshape,
flat
catching,
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Screen

inch, pixel

sharp, antiglare

Camera

lens,
autofocus

wide, bright

opaque,
stained
screen
blur, lightinterference

6.2. Experimental Results
We then measured the accuracy of our sentiment analysis
approach. We did compare the performance of various
sentiment analysis strategies as follows.
SEN-FULL: we applied our full framework.
SEN-NO-ONT: we did not use the Aspect-oriented
Sentiment Ontology in the framework
SEN-NO-RULES: we did not use Sentiment Phrasing
Rules in the CSS framework.
SVM: we used SVM for sentiment classification, as this
technique was employed by various related works.
The latest results of Delta tf.idf metrics [52] was also
used to obtained the best performance of the SVM
technique.

Figure 6 Accuracy performance of sentiment analysis
strategies
Figure 6 presents the accuracy percentage when we applied
those analysis strategies on the collected datasets. It can be
observed that in generic domains like Amway or Mobifone,
the accuracy performances of SEN-FULL and SEN-NOONT were more or less the same. However, in specific
domains, where corresponding Industry Ontologies were
constructed properly, SEN-FULL outperformed all of other
strategies.
It is notable that SVM could compete with SEN-NO-ONT
in domains where neutral data were dominant, e.g.
Mobifone, Beer or Banking. It can be explained that in
neutral data, the occurrence frequencies of sentiment
phrases were not high, thus SVM can demonstrated its
capabilities of recognizing irrelevant samples (i.e.
recognizing samples without sentiment opinions).
However, when the occurrences of sentiment terms
become large, SVM achieved poor performance due to the
complexity of the language structures, which can negate
the sentiment meaning. This property was also reflected
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via the fact that SEN-NO-RULES and SVM virtually
achieved the same performance in all datasets.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we discuss an approach combining anaphoric
coreference resolution with ontology inference for aspectlevel sentiment analysis. A general framework serving this
purpose is then proposed. In the framework, domain
ontologies, known as Aspect-oriented Sentiment Ontology,
are combined with specific linguistic rules, known as
Sentiment Phrasing Rules, to efficiently support sentiment
rating in online mentions. Our experiments on real datasets
acquired from actual social channels have achieved
promising performance.
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